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Google's Pixel 2 is shaping up to be one of the best phones of the year, and while the non-XL model may not have the most attractive hardware, both variants will ship with some of the best Android software around. One of the many features shown at the October 4 announcement event was the updated
animated background of the Pixel 2, and thanks to a developer named Pranav Pandey, you can now download them to any Android phone with 6.0 Marshmallows or higher. Last year's Pixel introduced live earth wallpapers that moved with the home screen to create for some extra depth, and pixel 2's
animated backgrounds go a step further by introducing even more mobile and interactive parts. One wallpaper shows Lagos, Portugal, with waves crashing on a rocky coastline, while another showcases hot air balloons flying over Monument Valley, Utah. There are also Glimmer wallpapers that light up
when you tap the home screen, gooey wallpapers with virtual goo that responds and reshapes based on your touches and swipes, and even real-time views of Mars and the Moon. If it seems that many Pixel 2 features have been brought to other phones recently, it is because they have been. Static Pixel
2 wallpapers were made available for download before these live shows, and along with that, the Pixel 2 launcher and camera app was also released. Pixel 2 is an expensive phone, and while these apps and backgrounds don't give you exactly the same experience found on Google's latest and largest,
they certainly can get close to you. You can download 2 pixel animated wallpapers here. Windows 8 comes with some pretty cool images for the lock screen and Start screen backgrounds, but they are stored deep in the bowels of Windows system files. Here's how to get the original images for yourself.
Lock screen images are simple: they are stored in C:\Windows\Web. You can find start screen images in the Screen folder and new Windows 8 wallpapers in the Backgrounds folder. However, the new Start screen templates are hidden within a .dll file in C:\Windows\System32. You will need a program
called Resource Hacker to extract them. Just copy C:\Windows\System32\imageres.dll to your desktop, and then open Resource Hacker, go to File &gt; Open. Choose images.dll file copied to the desktop (not the original) and Start screen templates to the PNG folder. Press the links below to learn more
and enjoy your new flamboyant backgrounds. Where desktop screen and lock wallpapers are stored in Windows 8 | 7TutorialsWhere are the Templates on the Start screen and how to extract them? | 7Tutorials Do you want the new iOS 10 wallpaper? Well, we've got you covered! As you can see below,
the new background features a beautiful turquoise, crashing on an unnamed beach. It's a breathtaking scene, though I wouldn't call it the best wallpaper Apple has in mind. Yes, we have seen better, but even this is not bad! SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER! Lock screen it's a great little app for
creating custom wallpapers for the lock screen. It's full of skins, frames, and decorations that you can combine with photos to create something that reflects on you. One of the drawbacks for the iPhone is that Apple doesn't allow much customization to appearance, but a couple of areas that allow such
customization is with the splash screen background and lock screen. Lock Screen Designer will help you make the latter truly unique. To create the lock screen, choose a skin first, which is the background of your design. You can do this by scrolling through them one at a time, or you can choose from
preview view. Then choose a frame and add a photo and decoration if you wish. Decorations include sticky notes with customizable text and calendars. When you're done, you save the image to your camera roll and assign it as the lock screen background. The paid version of Lock Screen Designer
includes additional skins, frames, and decorations (including calendars) that can be downloaded from within the app. Free - Download now $0.99 - Download now [gallery link=file] We could earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. Weibo A number of Google Pixel 4 apps that are
expected to debut on new phones are now available for download. If you've followed the Pixel 4 leak frenzy, you may have seen a number of new developments after a website called Nextrift had access to a non-release Pixel 4 XL drive. The website (via 9to5Google) shared a number of Pixel 4 apps: the
new Google Recorder app, updated pixel launcher, the new Pixel Themes app, and a handful of new Pixel 4 animated wallpapers (via XDA). Now, all of these apps are available for download. The new Pixel Themes app from Pixel Themes byGoogle will allow you to customize fonts, icon designs,
accented colors, and more on Pixel 4 devices. While Google will likely bring this app to all Pixel users in the future, you can now download it with the 9to5Google APK that was accessed via the non-release Pixel 4 XL drive. The Pixel Themes APK can be downloaded from the link in the pasted button
below. You can go to the 9to5Google link given above for full instructions on how to do it. Download Pixel Themes APKPixel LauncherThe new Set of Pixel 4 apps also features pixel launchers. The only new change here is the ability to scroll down to access the device's notification bar. The pixel launcher
APK has also been extracted from the pre-release Pixel 4 XL drive and should work with any Pixel device. Download Pixel Launcher APKDownload Pixel 4 animated backgroundsAs new animated backgrounds on Pixel 4 were discovered by 9to5Google, a member of XDA Developers was able to the APK
so that anyone with an Android 7 device and more than 64 bits can download them. You can choose from backgrounds called Prickly, Leafy, Rocky, and Sights From The Sun. There is also a Doodle background that allows you to move objects on the screen. A Compass background allows you to a
position and the compass then points to it. There are the Living Universe wallpaper set that now features locations in Saudi Arabia, Australia and Switzerland. Six of the nine Pixel 4 wallpapers also support system-wide dark mode and turn dark in compliance. Download pixel 4 live wallpapers at the link
below. Download Pixel 4 WallpapersGoogle Voice Recorder Google Pixel 4 phones will be preinstalled with a voice recording app. The app allows you to start voice recordings at the touch of the recording button, and you can also share recordings directly from within the app. Download Google Voice
Recorder Tagged: GoogleGoogle Pixel 4 There comes a time in every smartphone user's life when they only love two different wallpapers. It is a difficult bridge to cross, which one has precedence? How can you decide? It's hard, man. There's a clear answer here: put one on the lock screen and one on
the home screen. The fact is, if you used a standard Android device, it was something that couldn't happen. You have a wallpaper, and that's it. Disappointment. Separate blocks and splash screen backgrounds were something that most third-party Android manufacturers supported for a while. with the
release of Android 7.0 Nougat, however, you can finally live your dream of having two different wallpapers on the lock and initial screens. Setting it up is pretty simple, with the only caveat being that it currently only works with Google Now Launcher. This is the action launcher on Nexus devices, so if you
haven't jumped the ship on another, then you're ready. If you're currently on a different launcher, like the awesome Nova Launcher, for example, don't get stressed. You'll just need to change the default launcher on Google Now Launcher, set your wallpapers, then you can go back to Nova. The new
wallpapers still stick after the launcher change, so it's actually only a few other steps. So, assuming you're already back at Google Now Launcher as the default, let's do it. The first thing you will need to do is press the home screen for a long time, which will open the launcher options menu. Then tap
Wallpapers. With the Wallpapers menu open, scroll through and find the one you want to set: you can run the lock screen or splash screen first; Never mind. If the background you want isn't in the scroll list, you can tap the My Photos button to add an image from the device's internal memory. After you
select the picture, tap it, and then press the Set Background button in the upper left. A dialog box appears asking if you want to set it as a home screen wall, lock screen wall, or both. Go ahead and choose what you're setting. Once you set the background, it will relax you on the home screen. repeat the
same process to set the other background and you're done. That's so simple. If you've changed launchers to set wallpapers, you can return to your favorite launcher once they've both preferred have been set. Enjoy. Enjoy.
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